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ABSTRACT 
Let E denote the set of all vectors of dimension (n >/2) with non-negative integral 
components. E is ordered in the lexicographic order. Let E~ denote the subset of all 
vectors in E with component sum v. If H~ denotes any subset of E~ let LH~ denote the 
set of the I H~ / last elements in E~, where I H~ I is the number of elements of H~. Let 
PH~ denote the set of all vectors of E~+a, which are obtained by the addition of 1 to a 
component of a vector in H~. In [3] Macaulay proved the inclusion P(LH~) C L(PHO. 
Sperner gave a shorter proof in [4]. Let k~ ~< k~ ~< ..- ~< k, be given positive integers 
and let F denote the set of all vectors (a~ ..... a,) with integer components and 0 ~< a~ ~< k~ 
i = 1 ..... n. We shall prove Macaulay's inclusion for subsets H~ of F~ even if the operators 
P and L are restricted to operate in F. This will follow from our theorem. As another 
application we prove a generalization of the main result in [2]. By a different method 
Katona proved the theorem when k~ = k2 . . . . .  k, = 1 (see [1, Theorem 1]). 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Let  the integers k l ,  k2 ..... k~ be given such that  i ~< k 1 ~< ks ~< "'" ~< kn 9 
The set of  all vectors (al ..... an) of  d imens ion  n wi th  integer components  ai 
for which 0 ~<ai~<k~,  i=  1 ..... n, will be denoted by F. Wr i te 
(al ..... a,)  < (ba ..... bn) i f  ax < bl or  i f  a l  = bl ..... a~_~ = h i_ t ,  a~ < b~ 
for some i, 2 ~ i ~< n ( lexicographic order). Put  k~ q- ... q- kn = k. 
Define 
F~ = {(al ..... an) [ al + "'" + an ---- v} n F, v = 0, 1,..., k. 
I f  H i s  a subset ofF, put H~ = H n F~ and let I H~ I denote the number  
o f  elements o f  Hr .  The set o f  the I H~ I first e lements o f  F~ in the lexico- 
graphic  order  will be denoted by CH~ and is cal led the compression f  H~.  
The set o f  the last I H~ I e lements  of  F~ is denoted by LH~. I f  H is any 
subset o f  F let 
k 
cH = U cI-i . (1.1) 
v=O 
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Let /~ be the multivalued function from F into F which associates 
with (ax ,..., an) the set 
{(a~ -- 1, a~ ..... as), (a~, as --  1, a3 ..... a,~) ..... (a~ ,..., a,_~, an --  1)} c~ F. 
I f  F(H) C H we say that H is closed. 
Let P be the multivalued function from F to F which associates with 
(at ..... as) the set 
{(al + I, as ..... a,), (al ,  as + 
Let Sm denote the set of the 
a(al ,..., a,) = ~ a~ 
i=1 
We can now state our results. 
1, a 3 ,..., a,~) ..... (al ..... a~-l ,  an + 1)} n F. 
m first vectors ofF.  Put 
and a(H) = ~ o~(a). 
a~H 
THEOREM. IfH~ CFv then I'(CHv)C C(FHO, v = 0, 1,..., k. 
COROLLARY I. /f H~ C Eo then P(LH~) C L(PH~), v = O, 1,..., k. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  H C F and H is closed then CH is closed. 
COROLLARY 3. I f  H C F, I H 1 : m and H is closed then ~(H) ~ ~(S,~). 
The notions in Corollary 2 were introduced by  Lindstr6m and 
Zetterstr6m in solving a problem' of  k-adic integers [2]. They proved 
Corollary 2 in the special case n = 2 and all ki equal (see [2, Lemma 1, 
p. 167]), hut convinced themselves by an incorrect example that the 
corresponding result for n = 3 was wrong (they overlooked 102 in their 
example on page 169). Theorem 1 in [2] is a special case of  Corollary 3 
when all ki are equal. 
The theorem of Macaulay follows from Corollary 1 for fixed v when 
kl ~ vn. 
The reader will perhaps find the following picture helpful to grasp 
the theorem. Let n, ki for i = 1 ..... n and v be fixed positive integers 
satisfying 
1 ~k l~ks~" '~kn,  1 ~v~k= ~k i .  
i= l  
Let the points (al ,..., as) with integral coordinates a~ such that 0 ~< a~ ~< k~ 
be locations of  buttons which turn on lights at those positions 
(a l  - 1, as  . . . . .  as ) , . . . ,  (a~ , . . . ,  a , -1 ,  a ,  - 1) 
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which have non-negative coordinates. Suppose one is required to press m 
of the buttons in the hyperplane al + a2 + "'" + an = v. Which ones 
should be pressed so as to minimize the number of lights that go on ? 
The min imum will be realized by using the first m buttons in the 
lexicographic order which lie in the hyperplane. For  instance, if 
n = 3, kl = k2 = ka = 4, and v = 7, the relat ion between the buttons, 
indicated by small solid circles, and lights, indicated by large open circles, 
are shown in Figure 1. A button turns on the lights connected to it by a 
straight line. 
( 
FIGURE 1. n = 3, k l  = ks ~ k l  = 4, v = 7. 
2.  PROOF OF THE COROLLARIES  
We shall first prove the corollaries with the aid of the theorem. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1 2 Apply  the mapping of  F onto F which maps 
(al .... , an) on (kl - -  al ..... k~ - -  an). F~ is then mapped on Fk_v. I f  Hv is 
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mapped on He_v then CHv is mapped on LH~_~ and I'H~ is mapped 
H '  on P k-~ 9 The rest of the proof is now obvious. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2: I f F (H)CHthenF(H~)CH~_~forv= 1,...,k 
From the theorem it follows I'(CH~) C C(H~_ 0 and then 
k k k 
U 2T"(CHv) C U C(H,v_l) C CH. 
V=I  q)=l 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3: Assume CH ~ S,, and let a = (al ..... as) 
be the first element of F which is not element in CH. Let b ---- (bl ..... bn) 
be the last element of CH. It follows a < b, for CH =/= Sm9 We shall 
next prove ~(a) > ~(b). 
If ~(a) = ~(b), a ~ CH follows from the definition (1.1) since a < b, 
and a r CH is contradicted. We now prove that a(a) < ~(b) implies the 
same contradiction. Since a < b let al = b~ ,..., ai-1 ~ bi-1, a~ < b~. 
If a~+~ . . . . .  a,~ 0 we obtain a from b by the subtraction of a(b) -- ~(a) 
ones from b~, bi+l ..... b , .  It then follows a e CH, for CH is closed by 
Corollary 2. If aj ~0  for some j ~ i  put d= o~(b) --  ~(a) and 
d' = d -- min{d, bi -- ai -- 1}. It follows d' ~ bi+ 1 -~ "'" -~ b~. We can 
now subtract d' ones from the integers bi+~ ,..., bn so that we obtain 
non-negative integers ci+~ ..... c , .  Put e~ ~ b~ -- d + d' and ej = aj for 
j=  1,2 ..... i - -  1. We now have e = (Cl ..... Cn)~CH, for b~CH 
and CH is closed by Corollary 2. From a~ < c~ it follows a < e. Then 
we get a ~ CH, for c ~ CH and ~(c) = ~(a). Thus c~(a) > ~(b) follows. 
If we delete b from CH and adjoin a to CH, we obtain a set H '  such 
that FH'C  H', CH' H'  and ~(H ' )> ~(CH). If H ' : f :  Sm we can 
repeat the operation ' and after m steps, at most, we have H ..... ---- S,, 
and ~(H ..... ) > cffCH) = a(H), which is the result. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We shall first define some auxiliary notions. If H C F, put 
H~:a = {(al . . . . .  an) [ a~ = d} n H, i = 1, 2 ..... n; d = 0, 1 ..... k~. 
For subsets Hv of Fv let (CHOi:a denote the set of the I(Hv)i:a] 
first elements of (Fv)i:a. We shall say that H~ is i-compressed if
(CH~)i:a = (Hv)i:~, d = 0, 1,..., k i .  If CH~----H~ we say that H~ is 
compressed. 
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For any subset H~ of F~ we can define the sequence of sets 
H~ 1, H~2,..., Hfl  .... by putting H~ = H~ ~ and 
]e i
H~'+I ~ (3.1) '~ = U (CHfl')i:a, where i ~ j (mod n), 1  i ~ n. 
d=0 
We shall prove five lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. One can find p such that H~ ~ is i-compressed for i = 1, 2,..,  n. 
PROOF: Enumerate the elements of F~ in the lexicographic order. 
I f  a 6 F~ let n(a) be a's number. For  any subset H~ of F~. define n(H~) 
as the sum of numbers of its elements. It is evident that 
n(H.~ ) ~ n(H~ z) ~ ... ~ n(Hj)  ~ ... 
and 
n(H~ j) > n(H~ +1) if H~ +1 3s H~ ~. 
Since the sequence cannot decrease indefinitely, there must exist a p 
such that HC = H$ +1 = "", i.e., H~ p is /-compressed for i -= 1, 2 , . ,  n. 
LEMMA 2. l f  the theorem is true in n -- 1 dimensions and if PH~ C H~_~ 
(n dimensions), itfollows FH~ C HJv_l for j ~ 2, 3,.... 
PROOF: The proof  is by induction from j to j + 1. From 
HH~)i:a n (F~-l)i:a C (H~-l),':d 
it follows (in n --  1 dimensions) 
F(CH~J),:a c~ (F~-~),:a C (CH~_I)~:a. 
F rom FHf l  C H~_I, we obtain 
H i I(H,/)i:a J ~ J( ,,-1)i:a-1, d ~> 1, 
and then 
l~(CHv;)i:d ('~ (Fv_l)i;d_ 1 C (CH~_l)i:d_l , d ~ 1, (3 .3)  
for the left side is the first I(CHfl)~:a I elements of (F~-l)ea-1 and the right 
side is the first I(CH~_l)~:a_ 1 [ elements of (F~-x)~:a-1 9 From (3.2) and (3.3) 
we have 
f'(CH~J)i:o C J J (CHv-O,:o, I"(CH,/)~:a C (CHJv_l)i:a L) (CHv_l)i:a_l, d ~ 1. 
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I f  we take the un ion for  d = 0, 1 ..... k~ we obta in  by (3.1) l-~/_]-.,/+l C /_/j+l 
and the lemma fol lows by induct ion  s ince / 'H~ 1 C H~_a. 
LEMMA 3. I f  H ,  is compressed, then I'H~ is compressed. 
PROOF: Assume a = (al  ..... an), b = (ha ,-.., bn) are elements in F , _  1 
and a < b. Then, i f  
(b  I . . . .  ,b~. + 1 ..... bn)~H~,  l<~j~n,  
we shall  prove a ~ FH~.  
Let  al  = bx  , . . . ,  a i -1  = b i -1  , ai < bi. Then if  j ~< i, we have 
(ax ,..., aj  + I ..... aM) < (bx ..... b~. + 1 ..... bn) ~ H~.  
It  fol lows (aa .... , aj  + 1 ..... an) E H ,  since H~ is compressed.  Hence 
a ~/ 'H~.  I f  j > i, we d isregard the first i - -  1 components  and assume 
a I < b x . I fa~ < k~for  some v > 1, o r i fv  = 1 and a ,  < b~ - -  I, we have 
(al ..... a~ + 1,..., an) < (ba ..... b~ + 1 ..... bn) ~ H~ and then a E _F'H~. I f  
a = (ba - -  1, ks ..... kn), we find that  b = (b l ,  ks ,..., k~ - -  1,..., k, 0 for 
some v > 1 and then j = 1 or v. Hence (bl + 1, k2 ..... k~ - -  1 ..... kn) e H~ 
or (ba,  k2 ..... k , )  ~ H~.  It fol lows (b i ,  ks .... , kn) ~ H ,  and  a ~/"H~.  
LEMMA 4. Let n ~ 3. Assume that g = (ga ..... gn) andh = (hi ..... hn) 
are elements in F~ , g < h and hn = 0 or gn = kn 9 Then if  h ~ S, and S is 
i-compressed for  i = 1, 2, n, it follows g E S. 
PROOF: The conc lus ion fol lows i f  we can find an increasing sequence 
o f  vectors in F~ beginning in g and ending in h such that  any two con- 
secutive vectors have an i-th component  equal  (i = 1, 2 or  n). 
F i rst  assume gn = kn 9 Cons ider  three cases: 
(1~ ga ---- ha is tr ivial.  
(2 ~ ) I fg l  <h landg i>0forsomei ,  2 ~ i~n- -  1, wehave  
(g l ,  g2 . . . .  , gn) < (g l  q- 1, g~ ..... g~-a,  gn) 
where 
g2 + "'" "~ gn--a : g2 AV "'" + gn--a - -  1 and (g6 . . . . .  g~- l )  
is as smal l  as poss ib le in the lex icographic  order.  We f ind then 
(ga + 1, g~ ..... g~- l ,  g,~) ~< (ha, h2 .... , h,~), i f  g l  -~- 1 = h I . (3.5) 
The sequence fol lows f rom (3.4) and  (3.5) i f  gx --k I = h i .  
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I f  g~ + 1 <h~ and g~ >0 for some i >~2 proceed as in (2~ 
If  gl + 1 < h~ and gs . . . . .  g,_~ = 0 proceed to (3~ 
(3 ~ I fg  1 < h~ and g2 = g3 . . . . .  g~- i  = O, we obtain the inequalities 
(ga,  g2 ..... g,,) ( (h i ,  g2 . . . . .  gea-1, g,n. - -  hi -~- ga) <~ (h~ ,..., h,,). (3.6) 
The second vector belongs to F~ since hi - -  g~ ~< kl ~ k .  = g , .  
We have proved that if g~ = k~ one can find the desired sequence of 
vectors. Then assume h,~ = 0. Apply  the preceding result to the vectors 
(k~ --  h I .... , k~ - -h~)  < (kl - -  gt ..... k,~ - -  gn)' 
LEMMA 5. The theorem is true when n ~- 2. 
PROOF: A subset B----- {(al ,a2) , (a l - -  1, a~- -  1 ) , . . , (a l+  c ,a  2 -c )}  
of F~ is called a block. A block which contains the first element of F~ is 
called an initial block. I f  B is any block and B 0 is an initial block, we 
easily obtain in all cases, since ka ~ k~, 
[FB I -  IB [  >~ IFBo l -  IB0t. 
(This is not true when k~ ~ v > k2). I f  B~ ,..., B~ are all the maximal 
blocks which are subsets of  H~, it follows FBr c~ FBj ~ 0 i f  i :7(= j 
and then 
[1-'H~I - -  IH~I  = ~ ( [FB i l  - -  ]B~I )  >~ ]FBo I  - -  IB0 l  
i=1 
for any initial block B 0. In part icular when B0 = CH,,,  we have 
[ f'H~, I >1- F 1-'(CHv)[ and .l-'(CH,) C C(I"H,), since F(CH,v) is compressed. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM: The theorem will be proved by induction 
from n - -  I to n. It is true for n = 2 by Lemma 5. Assume that the 
theorem is true in n - -  1 dimensions. Let H~ be any subset of F~ and 
consider Hfl and (FH~)J for j ~ 2, 3 .. . . .  By Lemma 1 we can determine p 
such that S = H~ p is /-compressed for i - -  1,..., n. Put (F'H~)~ ~ T for 
abbreviat ion. From Lemma 2 it follows 
1"S C T. (3.7) 
To complete the proof  we show how to alter S to CH,~ and T to a subset 
of C(1-'H~) in such a way that F(CHv) C C(I"H~) is obtained. 
First, if  S=F~ then I S I  = pCH~,] shows that CH~=F~, .  Also 
F(S) = F(F~) = F~_ 1 C T impl ies T = F~_I. Then since I Z l = ] C(FHOI, 
it follows C(1-'Hv) = F~_I , and hence F(CH),, ~ 1-'(F~) = F.~-I = C(FH~,), 
and we are done. 
I fS  7/: F~, there is a first vector g = (g l  ..... g~) of F~ which is not in S. 
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Leth  ~ (h~ .... , h,) denote the last vector of S. I fh  <g,  thenS~ CH~, 
and so it is no loss of  generality to assume h > g. 
It follows from Lemma 4 that h, > 0, since S is /-compressed for 
i = 1, 2 ..... n. Define h* = (hi ..... h~- i ,  h~ --  1) and 
g* = (g l , . . - ,g .n - l ,g ,~- -  1) if g~ >0.  
Note that h*, g* ~ F~_~. 
From (3.7) it follows h* c T. I f  x e S - -  {h}, then F(x)  < x < h (where 
F(x)  denotes any image of x). This shows that  F (x )= h* for no 
x E S - -  {h). Now let 
s '  = (s  - {h}) w {g}, 
T '= I (T -{h*})U{g*}  if g,  >0,  
IT  if g ,=0.  
We now show that FS 'C  T'. Since / ' (x )= h* for no x~S- -{h) ,  
it suffices to show that F(g) C T'. I f  gn > 0 then g* is an image of g 
under / ' ,  which is in T' by construction. Observe that g~ < k,, .  This 
follows from Lemma 4 since S is / -compressed for i = 1, 2 ..... n. I f  g~ > 0 
for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n - -  1, then (gl  ..... g~ --  1 ..... g,) is an image of g 
under F. But it is also an image of (g l  ..... g~ --  1 ..... g~ + 1), which is 
in S because it precedes g and g was the smallest element of F.~ not in S. 
Since F(S) C T, it follows (g l  ..... g~ --  1 ..... gn) 6 T. Also, because 
hi > gl (S is 1-compressed), we find h*@ (gl  ..... g~-  I ..... g,)  so 
(g~ ..... g~ --  1 ..... g,)  is (still) in T'. Thus all images of g are in T', so 
F (S ' )  C T'. Obviously, S '  is / -compressed for i = 1, 2 ..... n. 
After a finite number of appl ications of ', we have S ..... = CH~ and 
F(CH,v) C T ..... = U. Now C(['H~) is the first [ 1-'H~ I elements of  F~_~ 
while f ' (CH,)  is the first r F(CH,)I  elements of  F~_I by Lemma 3. But 
] 1-'(CH,v)[ ~ I U I ~ [ T] z [ FH~, [. It follows .l-'(CH~) C C(FHv), and 
the theorem is proved. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We can show that p = 4 suffices in Lemma 1 when n = 3. The proo f  
is rather long since the number of  cases which one must consider is large. 
We recently noticed that Katona  [1] has proved our theorem when 
k l  = k2 . . . . .  kn - -  1. Katona  puts his result in the language of set 
theory. He observes that "the theorem is probably  useful in proofs by 
induction over the maximal number of  elements of  the subsets in a 
system, as was Sperner's lemma in his paper"  [5]. 
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